
Structuur der Materie

exam 2019

9-4-2019

Abstract

Time: 13:30 – 16:30 (3 hours) – Please do not leave before 14:15.
The exam consists of two parts:
Part I tests knowledge in ten multiple-choice questions.
Part II consists of four open exercises.
The maximal number of points is indicated for each exercise.
Answer each of the exercises on a separate piece of paper.
Write your name and student number on each page.
Do not give final answers only, explain your reasoning (short) and give full calculations. A simple
calculator use is allowed (not programmable).
No mobile/smart phone!
Good luck!
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1 Part 1 - Multiple Choice questions (20 points)

1. The radius of a nucleus is:

A. between 10−12 m to 10−15 m

B. between 10−15 m to 10−14 m

C. between 10−10 m to10−12 m

D. between 10−10 m to 10−6 m

2. The main process by which energy is released in our Sun is called:

A. fission

B. Rutherford scattering

C. fusion

D. radioactivity

3. The rest energy of a proton is of the order of:

A. eV

B. keV

C. MeV

D. GeV

4. In a β+ decay an up quark becomes:

A. a strange quark

B. a down quark

C. an anti-quark

D. a top-quark

5. Most of the space in an atom is:

A. filled with neutrons

B. filled with negative charge

C. empty

D. filled with positive charge

6. α-particles have compared to other radiation relatively:

A. low kinetic energies

B. high potential energy

C. high mechanical energy

D. high kinetic energy

7. Particles such as the kaon and muon were found by:

A. looking at cosmic rays

B. using particle accelerators

C. studying the atom

D. both A and B

8. Which particles do not interact via the strong interaction?

A. protons
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B. leptons

C. neutrons

D. gluons

9. Which of the following nuclei has the highest binding energy per nucleon?

A. 56
26Fe

B. 14
7 N

C. 16
8 O

D. 238
92 U

10. The density of the proton is equal to the density of:

A. electron

B. atom

C. neutron

D. neutrino
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2 Part 2 - Open questions

2.1 Nuclear Binding Energy (20 points)

The Semi-empirical mass formula is given by:

M(Z,A)c2 = ZMpc
2 +NMnc

2 − Eb

Where M is the mass of the nucleus, A the sum of neutrons and protons, Mp the mass of the proton, Mn

the mass of the neutron, Z the charge, N the number of neutrons, c the speed of light, and

Eb = a1A− a2A2/3 − a3Z2A−1/3 − a4(A− 2Z)2A−1 + a5A
−1/2,

is the binding energy.

a) (7 points) What do the terms a1 to a5 physically stand for (explain each term like a1A = ...)

b) (3 points) The first term a1A is the most important, what does this tell us about the nuclear force
keeping the nucleons together?

7.3.2 Nuclear magic numbers

In nuclear physics, there is also evidence for magic numbers, i.e. values of Z andN at
which the nuclear binding is particularly strong. This can been seen from the B=A
curves of Figure 2.10 where at certain values ofN and Z the data lie above the SEMF
curve. This is also shown in Figure 7.3, where the inset shows the low-A region
magnified. (The figure only shows results for even values of the mass number A.)
The nuclear magic numbers are found from experiment to be

N ¼ 2; 8; 20; 28; 50; 82; 126

Z ¼ 2; 8; 20; 28; 50; 82
ð7:19 Þ

and correspond to one or more closed shells, plus eight nucleons filling the s and p
sub-shells of a nucleus with a particular value of n.Nuclei with both N and Z having
one of these values are called doubly magic, and have even greater stability. An
example is the helium nucleus, the !-particle.
Shell structure is also suggested by a number of other phenomena. For example:

‘magic’ nuclei have many more stable isotopes than other nuclei; they have very

Figure 7.3 Binding energy per nucleon for even values of A: the solid curve is the SEMF (from
Bo69)

SHELL MODEL 225

c) (5 points) The figure shows the binding energy (B in this figure) per nucleon, explain why the
spikes occur in the inset of the figure for different masses with an A < 30?

d) (5 points) Give the name of the model which describes these deviations and explain why and
where this one also breaks down in describing the properties of a nucleus?
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2.2 α and β-decay (20 points)

The figure below shows the various isotopes and their decay time.

a) (6 points) Describe where in this figure the isotopes decay via e−, e+, or α-particle decay

b) (4 points) What is the reason isotopes decay via β-decay?

For α-particle decay it is observed that there is a relation between the energy of the α-particle emitted
and the decay-time (see figure below), the so-called Geiger-Nuttall rule.

c) (5 points) What is the physical reason for this relation as given by Gamov?

d) (5 points) Is the energy spectrum of β-decay continuous or discrete, and is α-decay continuous or
discrete? Explain why.
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2.3 Conservation laws and Feynman diagrams (20 points)

Check the following particle reactions and decays for violation of the conservation of energy/mass, electric
charge, baryon number, lepton number and strangeness number (use the enclosed tables) say whether
they are allowed or forbidden and why:

a) (2 points) Λ0 → n+ γ

b) (2 points) n+ n→ p+ p+ e− + e−

c) (2 points) e− + p→ n+ νe

d) (2 points) Ω− → K− + Λ0

e) (2 points) p+ p→ p+ p+ p̄+ p̄

f) (2 points) J/Ψ→ µ+ + µ−

Write down the Feynman diagrams on quark level for the following particle reactions (for the quark
content of each particle see the enclosed tables):

g) (4 points) ∆0 → p+ π−

h) (4 points) K0 → π+π−
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2.4 Higgs production (20 points)

The Higgs particle has recently been discovered and has a mass of about 125 GeV/c2.

p+ p→ p+ p+H

a) (5 points) Assume this reaction happens in a proton–proton collider experiment. What is the
minimal energy the colliding protons should have for this reaction to occur?

b) (5 points) What should the energy of a proton be if it hits a stationary proton target (where one
proton is at rest)?

The Higgs particle is unstable and one possible decay is in two photons

c) (5 points) Explain how one can show that the Higgs particle is produced if one measured in a
detector the reaction:

p+ p→ p+ p+H → p+ p+ γ + γ

Now consider if a hypothetical positively charged Higgs, with also a mass of 125 GeV/c2, is produced in
the following reaction:

f

f′
g

g

g

ντ

τ+
H+

W-

t

t

b

b

d) (5 points) What is the minimal energy in the center of mass of the two colliding gluons assuming
that the H+, the W−, and the b and b̄ are real particles?
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Lepton masses: 
  

melectron = 0.511 MeV/c2 
mmuon    = 105.7 MeV/c2 
mtau      = 1.777 GeV/c2 
 
Delta resonance masses:    
m(Δ−) = m(Δ0) = m(Δ+) = m(Δ++) = 1232 MeV/c2 
 
Delta resonance quark content:  
Δ−(ddd), Δ0(udd), Δ+(uud) and Δ++(uuu) 

Lepton masses:
melectron = 0.511 MeV/c2

mmuon = 105.7 MeV/c2

mtau = 1.777 GeV/c2

a few quark and boson masses:
mass W− and W+ = 80.385 GeV/c2

mass Z0 = 91.2 GeV/c2

mass c and c̄ = 1.28 GeV/c2

mass b and b̄ = 4.2 GeV/c2

mass t and t̄ = 173.2 GeV/c2
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Delta resonance masses:
m(∆−) = m(∆0) = m(∆+) = m(∆++) = 1232 MeV/c2

Delta resonance quark content:
∆−(ddd),∆0(udd),∆+(uud) and ∆++(uuu)
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